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Lesson 2: Layer management and properties in QGIS
Introduction
In the previous tutorial - we learnt how to add vector to QGIS; however, we did not discuss about
layer management. When adding spatial data QGIS will arrange them in such manner whereby
the layers are superimposed on top of each other. It is important to note that a layer like those of
polygons, when its superimposed on point or line data – can completely mask information of
points and lines. Similarly, for polygons as well – for example, the extents of a district can be
masked out completely by a higher administrative boundary (e.g. state- or country-level).
In this tutorial, we will strictly be dealing with vector polygon data. Here, we will focus on
effective ways of layer management and further ways for modifying the properties of the layers.
Further layer management includes spatial joins to harmonise spatial and non-spatial data.
Ultimately, these techniques will lead us to construct an Atlas for Nigeria showing the burden of
poverty across all districts.
If you have not already, please make sure to download the corresponding dataset for
lesson 2 by going to our website on http://development-frontiers.com/tutorials/
Layer management
Open QGIS Desktop 3.2.0 by clicking on the icon
practical session and save it as “Lesson_2.qgs”

and then open a New Project for this

Let’s begin by adding all at once the following vector layers into the Display window:





African_countries.shp (shape file for all countries in Africa)
National_boundary.shp (shape file for Nigeria’s national borders)
State_boundaries.shp (shape file for Nigeria’s state borders)
Local_Government_Authorities.shp (shape file for Nigeria’s districts)

You can load everything in to the Display window by selecting the files with extension (.shp) by
holding the CTRL button each time you click on a shape file:



Click on the Add Vector Layer icon
in the Layer Toolbar. This will bring up a small
menu called the Data Source Manager
Data Source Manager allows the user to navigate the directory to select their data. Click





on the Browse button
and go to the location of your downloaded data and select the
listed shape files by holding the CTRL button and clicking on them. Make sure to select
only files with extensions ending with (.shp)
The list of selected files will appear File name. Click on Open
Click on the Add button to add the shape files into the Display window
Click Close to close the Data Source Manager menu
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The shape files for Africa, and corresponding national and administrative borders for Nigeria
have been added as a layer – you can see this in Layers Panel.

Notice, the layers are arranged in orderly manner. You can inspect the order of the layers by
unchecking their tick boxes
to deactivate them. By checking them you will see that the layer
showing the African countries covering details about the administrative boundaries for Nigeria.
The ideal arrangement of these layers are:





Local_Government_Authorties.shp
States_boundaries.shp
National_boundary.shp
African_countries.shp

We can manipulate the layers by simply dragging them (up or down) to order in the Layers Panel:
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In theory, this is the ideal arrangement for most layers. However, it is not the OPTIMAL because
it deprives us for seeing States, to which, the Local Government Authorities (LGA) belong to.
You can zoom to the extents of Nigeria see this notion:


Click on the Local_Government_Authority layer in the Layer Panel to highlight selection



Click on the Zoom To layer icon

to view the extent of Local_Government_Authority

In order to the States without entirely covering the LGAs - we will need to first superimpose and
make this topmost layer and then manipulate its layer properties by rendering it transparent:





Drag the State_boundaries shape file in the Layers Panel to the top
Next, right-click on the State_boundaries and select Properties to access it Layer
Properties menu
Select Symbology on the left-hand side of the Layer Properties menu
Select Simple fill in the which is located in the top white box on the right-hand side of the
Layer Properties menu
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We want to change two parameters: Fill style and Stroke width (i.e. line thickness). In the
Fill style select No Brush to render polygons transparent. Change the Stroke width by
typing 0.66 (in mm). Important note: the first action will let us see through the areas of
the State polygons so as to visualise the LGAs while enabling us to visualise its borders
as well. The second action will help us distinguish between the borders.
Click on Apply and OK

We’ve render the States layer transparent – we see through it areas to visualise the LGAs while,
at the same time, enabling us to visualise its borders.
Why don’t repeat the above steps for Nigeria’s national borders (National_boundaries) by making
this the topmost layer and applying the following changes: Fill style as No Brush and Stroke width
as 1.00 (mm).
Finally, lets add this change to the Local_Government_Authorities layer: Stroke width as 0.16 (mm).
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The resulting layer should be as follows:

This is the best arrangement for these type of vector layers. Let us add some final touches by
adding the colour of the sea, and changing the Fill colours for the LGAs and Africa countries
using Light Grey and Dark Grey, respectively. Do you recall the steps used in Lesson 1?

Nice! We have established a good template to which we can construct our showing levels of
poverty. Now is great time to save our progress for this project by clicking on the save icon
Importing non-spatial data and performing spatial joins
We have provided a non-spatial data as an excel spreadsheet (comma separated values (.csv))
which contains LGA-level prevalence of poverty (the fraction of population living in poverty as
defined by $1.26 (= £0.96) a day) in 2010.
We can import this in the following steps:
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Click on the Add delimiter icon

and search for data set by clicking on browse button

. Select the excel sheet (.csv) NGA_Poverty_2010.csv
Under File Format, click on the check box CSV (comma separated values) to tell QGIS we
are import a spreadsheet of this format
Expand the Record and fields options and make sure the section First record has field
names is checked. Here, we are telling QGIS that the file has column names.
Expand the Geometry definition and make sure No geometry (attribute only table) is
checked. Here, we are telling QGIS that this is a non-spatial dataset. Make sure as well that
the Geometry CRS is ESPG:4326 – WGS 84
Click on Add and Close

The imported data will appear as an attribute table in the Layers Panel.

QGIS allows the user to access the attribute tables of both spatial and non-spatial data. To see the
contents to the imported data – you can simply right-click on NGA_Poverty_2010 in the Layers
Panel and select Open Attribute Table. You can see that the data contains five fields:






LGA_ID: Unique identification code for LGAs
Districts: The name of the LGAs in Nigeria
Poverty: Estimated levels (or prevalence) of poverty in a LGA
Population: Overall number of people in a LGA at 2010
Below_125: Estimated number of people living in poverty in 2010 (below $1.25 (= £0.96)
a day)
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We want to map the field Poverty; however, we cannot do much with this attribute table unless
we merge it with some other spatial data. Now, open the attribute table for the LGA layer by rightclicking on Local_Government_Authorities and selecting Open Attribute Table. You can see this also
contains five fields:






ISO3: A three-digit unique identification for a country
Country: The name country of LGAs
States: The names of Nigerian states
LGA_ID: Unique identification code for LGAs
Districts: The name of the LGAs in Nigeria

We can merge the attribute table (i.e. NGA_Poverty_2010) with our spatial data (i.e.
Local_Government_Authorities) using a common field, in which, its LGA_ID. To perform this spatial
join – you must:


Right-click on Local_Government_Authorities and select Properties to access its Layer
Properties menu
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On the left-hand side of the Layer Properties menu select Joins and click on the green plus
sign to choose the layer (or attribute table) you wish to join with
Local_Government_Authorities
Another menu called the Add Vector Join with appear. Under Join layer select the attribute
table NGA_Poverty_2010
Next, under Join field select LGA_ID. Here, we are telling QGIS that we want to use the field
LGA_ID from NGA_Poverty_2010 as our joining field
Under Target field select LGA_ID. Again, we are telling QGIS that we want to use LGA_ID
from Local_Government_Authorities as our joining field
Check the tick box for Custom field name prefix and expand this section. Place an
underscore ‘_’ in the space.
Click OK on the Add Vector Join menu
Click Apply and OK to finalise joins

Open the attribute table of Local_Government_Authorities to view it contents. As you can see,
spatial join has linked the two dataset via LGA_ID added the fields from the attribute table (i.e.
NGA_Poverty_2010). Now, let’s save this new spatial dataset as a shape file and name as
LGA_Poverty_Prevalence_2010.shp.
You can do this by:
 Right-clicking on Local_Government_Authorities and selecting Export, and then Save
Features as…
 The Save Vector Layer as… menu will appear. Under Format select ERSI Shapefile





Under File name, click on the browse button
and select the destination to save your
shape file. Here, name it as LGA_Poverty_Prevalence_2010.shp
Make sure the Coordinate Reference System (CRS) is set to EPSG:4326 – WGS84
Make sure the Add saved file to map is checked
Click OK
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This should add new shape file containing our estimates to Layers Panel. We have a quite a lot
data management in QGIS. We are now in the position to construct our poverty maps in the
Display window.
Map construction
We can generate a map showing the burden of poverty in Nigeria. The steps are as follows:








Right-click on the LGA_Poverty_Prevalence_2010 and select Properties to access its Layer
Properties menu
On the left-hand side of the Layer Properties menu select Symbology tab and at the topmost
section of the menu select Graduated
We want to display Poverty. In Column select the field name “_Poverty”
In Colour ramp, click the arrow to expand the selection of colours and choose Spectral.
Choose Invert Colour Ramp as well to invert the order of Spectral colours.
In Mode, you can specify the method for which classes are generated (i.e. equal interval,
quantile, natural breaks, standard deviation or pretty breaks). For this example – select
Pretty Breaks and type 10 in Classes to generate ten intervals
Click Apply and OK

The resulting map should be as follows:
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You can see the LGA-level prevalence of poverty in 2010 are represented as a legend under layer
LGA_Poverty_Prevalence_2010 with the lowest intensity represented by deep blues and highest
as deep reds.
Now that we are done constructing our Atlas, we can end this project by saving it – click on the
save icon

to save and overwrite “Lesson_2.qgs”.

Summary
We constructed a basic Atlas showing the LGA prevalence of poverty in Nigeria. We learnt some
steps on how manage layers to get the best arrangement for optimal visualisation. We done
further layer manipulation of layer properties and symbology. Finally, we conducted spatial
joining of both spatial and non-spatial data sets.
So far, we’ve only constructed our maps in the Display window. The next step is to learn how to
create high quality publication style maps in QGIS’ Print Composer – this is useful especially if one
needs to create maps for articles or share results with other stakeholders or researchers.
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Data source(s)
Datafile

Format

Source

African_countries
National_boundary
States_boundaries
Local_Government_Authorities
NGA_Poverty_20101

Shape file
Shape file
Shape file
Shape file
CSV

https://gadm.org/download_world.html
https://gadm.org/download_country_v3.html
https://gadm.org/download_country_v3.html
https://gadm.org/download_country_v3.html
http://www.worldpop.org.uk/data/summary/?doi=10.5258/SOTON/WP00200
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Prevalence of poverty was calculated to LGA-level from raster data created by WorldPop.org.
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